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Release Immediately
Institut Sinaran Student achieved Top in the World Award in Malaysian Outstanding
Cambridge Learner Awards
Ms Mah Eung Xuan, a student from Institut Sinaran has received the prestigious awards from
Cambridge Assessment International Education to acknowledge her outstanding performance
in the November 2017 Cambridge examination series. She received The Top in the World
Award for the A-Level Advanced Subsidiary Award for the Economics subject
The Outstanding Cambridge Learner Awards programme celebrates the successes of learners
who took the Cambridge examinations in over 40 countries around the world. Cambridge
places learners at the centre of their international education programmes and qualifications
which are inspired by the best in educational thinking.
Top performing students from across Malaysia received their awards at the Outstanding
Cambridge Learner Awards Ceremony on 24th April 2018, held at Hotel Armada.
The Chief Executive of Institut Sinaran, Madam Marie Yong Pik Hua said that the awards
recognized the talent, dedication and commitment of both learners and staff. She said: “Mah
Eung Xuan’s success is a result of her extraordinary discipline, diligence as well as the
exceptional support from our staff and her parents. We hope the students in Institut Sinaran
will be inspired by her success and continue to work towards their goals in life. The
achievement is also a reflection of Institut Sinaran’s long term commitment to continually
provide a quality education to the students.”
Ng Kim Huat, Country Director, Malaysia and Brunei, Cambridge Assessment International
Education said: ‘It is extremely rewarding to congratulate Cambridge learners and teachers
from across Malaysia who have worked so hard to achieve tremendous success in their
Cambridge examinations. The results are a reflection of the enormous talent in Malaysia, not
only amongst learners but also within the teaching profession. Learners from Institut Sinaran
have a bright future ahead of them, and I wish them every success in their future.

From left: Mr Johnson Chin (Economics Lecturer), Mdm Emily Tiong (Head of Programme for A
Level), Ms Mah Eung Xuan (Top in the World Award Recipient), Mdm Marie Yong (Chief Executive
Officer), Mdm Lily Liang (Deputy Head of Programme for A Level)

